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Abstract

We present a multistep direct reaction theory for analyzing nucleon-induced reactions to the
continuum for incident energies up to 200 MeV. Two principal advances in multistep direct theory
are studied: (1) A microscopical approach for calculating DWBA transitions to the continuum, where
transitions to all accessible 1p1h shell model states are explicity determined; (2) A two-component
formulation of multistep direct reactions is given, where neutron and proton excitations are explicitly
accounted for in the evolution of the reaction, for all orders of scattering. The multistep direct
theory is applied, along with theories for multistep compound, compound, and collective reactions,
to analyze experimental emission spectra for a range of targets and energies. The sensitivity to the
employed optical model is demonstrated. We show that the theory correctly accounts for measured
neutron and proton emission angle-integrated spectra, as well as angular distributions. Additionally,
we note that these microscopic and two-component developments facilitate more fundamental studies
into e ective nucleon-nucleon interactions in multistep calculations. A more complete exposition of
this work can be found in Ref. [1].

1 Introduction
The preequilibrium nuclear reaction mechanism constitutes the bridge between fast, direct processes and
slow compound processes, and accounts for the high-energy tails in emission spectra and the smooth
forward-peaked angular distributions. In recent years quantum mechanical theories have been developed to describe these mechanisms [2, 3, 4], and the advent of fast computers has enabled numerical
computations of these cross sections. Although some controversies regarding the underlying quantum
statistics in multistep reactions still exist (such as causality issues in the MSD theory of Feshbach, Kerman, and Koonin [5, 6]), quantum mechanical preequilibrium theories tend to account for experimental
angle-integrated emission spectra with an accuracy comparable to that found in the semiclassical models,
and with a higher accuracy for angular distributions.
In cases where direct reactions account for scattering to low-lying discrete states, it is natural to expect
that such direct-like mechanisms persist in the continuum. An extension of discrete direct reactions to
this continuum part of the spectrum is then provided by the multistep direct (MSD) model (where in
the term \MSD" the important one-step direct cross section is included). When a reaction proceeds by
the MSD mechanism, it is imagined that at least one particle is in the continuum throughout the process
and that at each subsequent step of the reaction a new particle-hole pair is created. After one or a few
collisions, the continuum particle is emitted in a direction that still has retained some coupling to the
initial direction and is therefore forward-peaked. The main di erence with conventional direct reaction
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theories is the high density of nal and intermediate states, which necessitates statistical postulates in
the direct reaction formalism so that the analysis of these processes remains tractable. A comparison
of both the theoretical [7] and practical [8] aspects of several MSD models revealed that the model of
Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin (FKK) [5], derived using a statistical assumption called leading-particle
statistics, is computationally the most attractive model because of its convolution structure.
In this paper we present a formalism for calculating MSD cross sections in a fully two-component
theory where all possible neutron and proton particle-hole excitations are explicitly followed, for all
orders of scattering. While this may at rst seem to be a formidable task, especially for multistep
processes where the many possible reaction pathways becomes large in a two-component formalism, we
show that this is not so { a rather simple generalization of the FKK convolution expression automatically
generates these pathways. Such considerations are particularly relevant when simultaneously analyzing
both neutron and proton emission spectra, which is always important since these processes represent
competing decay channels.
We also study a new, and fully microscopic, method for calculating MSD cross sections which does
not make use of particle-hole state densities but instead directly calculates cross sections for all possible
particle-hole excitations (again including an exact book-keeping of the neutron/proton type of the particle
and hole at all stages of the reaction) determined from a simple non-interacting shell model. This is in
contrast to all previous numerical implementations of the FKK theory which sample only a small number
of such states to estimate the DWBA strength, and utilize simple analytical formulae for the partial state
density, based on the equidistant spacing model.

2 Theory
The double-di erential MSD cross section to the continuum is an incoherent sum of a one-step term and
multistep terms,
E; 0)
d2j i(E;
E0; 0) = 1 d2j(n)i(E;
;
(1)
d dE
d dE

X

n=1

where E0; 0; i and E; ; j are the energy, solid angle and type of the incident and outgoing nucleon,
respectively. Using the methodology and notation of Refs. [4, 7], the di erent terms of the MSD cross
section can be rewritten into a form that enables excited neutrons and protons to be distinguished and
followed throughout all scattering stages.

2.1 The one-step cross section

The continuum one-step direct cross section is a weighted sum over squared DWBA matrix elements that
describe transitions to particle-hole states . In a two-component form, it is given by
d2j(1) i(E;
E0; 0)
m2 k ^ (p ; h ; p ; h ; E )
=
d dE
(2h2 )2 k0       x
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 jh(j,) (E; )jh(p ; h ; p ; h )jVj0ij(+)
(2)
i (E0; 0)ij ;
where k and k0 are the nal and initial momentum and Ex = E0 , E + Q is the excitation energy
with Q the reaction Q-value. The distorted waves  are eigenfunctions of the Schrodinger equation
with an optical potential. The e ective nucleon-nucleon interaction V serves as a scaling factor in MSD
calculations and manifests itself in V , V (= V ) and V components. The contribution of each
particle-hole state to the continuum is determined by the 1p1h-distribution ^ [7].
As we consider incident and outgoing nucleons in this paper, it is instructive to give the expression
for a charge exchange reaction. In a (p; n) reaction, the excited particle-hole pair is necessarily of the
(1,0,0,1) type and the e ective interaction is V . Hence, Eq. (2) becomes
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x
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An analogous equation applies for an (n; p) reaction where the con guration is (0,1,1,0). In a (p; p0)
reaction, both (1,1,0,0) and (0,0,1,1) pairs can be excited and both V and V are involved.

2.2 The multistep cross section

The derivation of the two-step FKK cross section from the continuum distorted wave theory is by no
means trivial and has led to a certain amount of controversy [4, 6, 9]. The complete derivation is given
in [4]. When we repeat this while distinguishing between neutrons and protons, there appears an extra
summation over t1, indicating both types of intermediate nucleons,
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where E1; 1 are the intermediate energy and solid angle, respectively, and Ex0 and Ex00, are the excitation
energies at each stage.
The sum over t1 in Eq. (4) indicates that the number of possible scattering terms is larger compared
to the one-component approach. Nevertheless, the attractive convolution structure remains present in
the two-component approach. Indeed, combining Eq. (2) and Eq. (4) gives
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This method can be extended to the higher steps. In general, the n-step direct cross section can be
completely expressed in terms of the two-component MSD cross section of the previous stage
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Note that in this multistep description, we do not make the approximation that the same leadingparticle is followed throughout the scattering sequence. In line with the general MSD picture, our
summation over both intermediate neutrons and protons assures that at least one particle is in the
continuum throughout the multistep process. In addition, the convolution structure of the two-component
multistep formula automatically generates all possible cross-terms involving various types of excited
particle-hole states and leading particles.
In sum, although the number of possible paths quickly increases for the higher steps, the convolution
structure automatically takes care of the book-keeping.

3 DWBA calculations
The aforementioned formalism indicates that a signi cant part of an MSD analysis consists of the computation of DWBA cross sections for transitions to particle-hole states. To obtain these 1p1h-states,

single-particle states are generated with a simple Nilsson model. With this model, a set of both proton and neutron single-particle states can be created. In our DWBA calculations, we include only the
particle-hole pairs that obey parity and angular momentum conservation. Consequently, only normalparity states are included. This is consistent with our choice to consider a nucleon-nucleon interaction
that consists of only a real, central term (see below).
All DWBA matrix elements are calculated with the nuclear reaction code ECIS95 [10]. The scattering
states are computed using an optical model potential, which we discuss later when we look at some speci c
reactions. We only consider the real, central term of the e ective nucleon-nucleon interaction Vij , for
which we take a Yukawa potential with range r0 = 1 fm and strength Vij . This strength is taken as the
only adjustable parameter in our MSD calculations. We determine the bound state wave functions with
a Woods-Saxon potential. Its parameters are a reduced radius of 1.2 fm and a di useness of 0.6 fm. We
take a starting value of 50 MeV for the potential depth and let ECIS95 search for the true value.
For a DWBA calculation with ECIS95, the excitation energy (and not the separate particle and hole
energies) needs to be speci ed. In the present work, we assume that the excited particle is always bound,
even if the nite depth of the hole forbids this, due to restrictions in currently available DWBA codes.
Usually, we are interested in the simultaneous calculation of e.g. (p; xn) and (p; xp) spectra and this
requires one-step (p; n) reactions (exciting -particles and -holes), (n; n0) and (p; p0) reactions (exciting
both -particles, -holes and -particles, -holes) and one-step (n; p) reactions (exciting -particles and
-holes).
It is clear that for our approach, the MSD calculations can get quite involved: a typical computation
of 80 MeV (p; xn) and (p; xp) spectra on 90Zr requires more than 60,000 individual DWBA cross section
calculations. We mention however that our calculational approach is involved, but tractable because
each shell model state is included only once, assuming the state is completely degenerate. The more
realistic splitting is then taken into account phenomenologically in an approximate way, by a Gaussian
distribution over the particle-hole states after the DWBA calculation.

4 Other reaction models included
Although our work is primarily directed towards reactions to the continuum, we aim at a full treatment of
all complementary reaction mechanisms. By combining the direct, pre-equilibrium and compound nuclear
models in one calculation we are able to predict double-di erential spectra and residual production cross
sections [11] for incident energies up to 200 MeV. The code system that performs this task, MINGUS,
is schematically given in Fig. 1, which displays the other reaction mechanisms included. It will be clear
that MINGUS is completely built around ECIS-95.
Our calculations include direct, discrete e ects at low excitation energies. In this way we can avoid a
simulation of the collective part of the spectrum by the incoherent continuum MSD mechanism. A method
to include these collective e ects is described in Refs. [12, 13] and we basically follow that approach here.
In order not to miss any collective strength, our calculations include all discrete levels of the nucleus for
which the spin, parity and deformation lengths L are known.
Multi-step compound (MSC) reactions occur for incident energies up to a few tens of MeV. In the MSC
reaction mechanism, the stepwise reaction proceeds through the bound con gurations of the composite
nucleus. As with compound reactions, it is imagined that the incident particle is captured by the target
nucleus but that emission takes place before the attainment of statistical equilibrium. For MSC reactions,
we employ the model of Feshbach, Kerman and Koonin [5]. Our implementation of the FKK formalism
essentially follows the method of Chadwick and Young [14].
We describe primary compound emission by the continuum Hauser-Feshbach formula. and use the
Weisskopf-Ewing model for compound reactions after the rst stage. For the total level density !(Ex )
we take the composite formula as proposed by Gilbert and Cameron [15] and incorporate shell e ects in
our calculations by adopting the method of Ignatyuk [16] for the level density parameter a.
For incident energies below about 50 MeV, one can safely assume that after primary pre-equilibrium
emission the excitation energy of the residual nucleus is relatively small and that further decay of the
nucleus proceeds by a pure compound mechanism. At higher incident energies such an assumption will

result in an underprediction of the outgoing spectrum above the evaporation peak. This de cit stems
from the omission of multiple pre-equilibrium emission: it is conceivable that after the rst reaction the
residual excitation energy is so high that another fast particle can be emitted before equilibration of the
nucleus. To include this, we adopt the multiple MSD method of Ref. [17].

5 Comparison with experimental data
Comparisons between pre-equilibrium models and experimental data have been performed in the energy
region 10-200 MeV. Many examples can be found in [1]. Here, we have chosen the 80 MeV doubledi erential (p; xp) and (p; xn) reactions on 90Zr to demonstrate the sensitivity to the optical model and
level density parameters. The comparison of the fully microscopical approach with experimental data
as displayed in Fig. 2a is obtained with Madland's optical model [18] above 50 MeV and the BecchettiGreenlees parametrization [19] below 50 MeV. This results in a sizeable overestimation at the backward
angles, even at an outgoing energy of 60 MeV. In Fig. 3 we show the same reaction but now predicted
using Menet's potential [20] above 20 MeV and Becchetti-Greenlees [19] below 20 MeV. This optical
model choice clearly improves the t, although not yet to a satisfactory level. The calculated angular
distribution changes signi cantly if we use an approach with state densities. Fig. 2b shows the same
reaction, again with the Madland and Becchetti-Greenlees potential and with the same set of DWBA
matrix elements, but now with Betak and Dobes' formula [21] for the 1p1h state density and a constant
spin cuto factor [22]. There is now excellent agreement with experiment. The reason is that in the
fully microscopic approach, individual DWBA cross sections for several high-spin states give a rather at
contribution to the total sum, resulting in a less forward peaked angular distribution. When partial state
densities are used, the involved Wigner-type spin distribution strongly inhibits the contribution of these
averaged DWBA cross sections for high J, leading to a good prediction in this speci c case. The same
reaction has been analyzed within one-component approaches Refs. [8, 17, 23], where also good agreement
is found using these simple equidistant spacing model expression. Fig. 2c shows the e ect of applying an
energy dependent spin cuto factor [24]. As expected, this leads to a atter angular distribution. One
should, at this stage, be cautious in drawing conclusions from this spin distribution phenomenon since at
least two uncertainties remain: First, the examples show that the dependence on the use of the particular
global optical model is rather sensitive. Dedicated optical potentials for 90Zr for the whole energy region
of interest (of which we are unaware) should reduce this uncertainty. Second, a signi cant fraction of the
particle-hole states around an excitation energy of 20 MeV are unbound - in our calculations they are
assumed to be quasi-bound - and the in uence of these transitions is still unknown. The angle-integrated
(p; xn) and (p; xp) spectra are well predicted, see Figs. 3a-b and we note that the angle-integrated spectra
are less sensitive to the optical model choice. We used the optical model of Walter and Guss [25] for
neutrons. Note that at an outgoing energy of 20 MeV there is a sizeable contribution from multiple MSD
emission. For all reactions above 60 MeV, we assume V = V = V . Next, MINGUS determines this
value using the unitarity requirement.
We used the values for V to obtain the following, incident energy dependent, expression
(7)
V = 31:8 exp(, 0:20
31:8 E)
which is similar to the simpler one-component V0 -results [2]
This energy dependence for the strength of the e ective interaction is included in MINGUS, so that
for lower incident energies that appear for the higher steps, consistent values are taken.

6 Conclusions and future work
We have presented a new model for the computation of multistep direct reactions. The theoretical
improvement consists of an extension of the MSD formalism to a model that distinguishes between
protons and neutrons for both the leading particle and the excited particles and holes for all orders of
scattering. Our formalism enables both completely microscopical calculations, in which all particle-hole

states as predicted by the shell model are included, and an approximate approach using partial state
densities and averaged DWBA cross sections. We have adopted the FKK model for the second and
higher steps. In the two-component approach, the attractive convolution structure of the multistep cross
section remains present, though an extra summation over intermediate neutrons and protons appears.
Particle-hole states are generated with a spherical Nilsson model and each individual 1p1h-state is spread
over the energy spectrum using a Gaussian distribution. For fully microscopic calculations, these states
are then adopted for our MSD model.
All complementary reaction models, namely direct, MSC and compound are included. Comparisons
of MINGUS calculations with measurements illustrate the sensitivity of the results to the optical models
and the shape of the spin distribution. Allowing ourselves the adjustment of one parameter, the (ratio of
the) strength of the e ective interaction, we obtain a globally good description of experimental doubledi erential continuum spectra.
Although our method removes several existing uncertainties within MSD approaches, we appreciate
that many aspects still need to be explored:
- Spin transfer reactions and the nucleon-nucleon itnteraction. We have only included
normal parity states in our analysis, in line with our choice of a simple central form for the e ective
nucleon-nucleon interaction. An obvious extension is to employ the full expansion of V , including
non-central, imaginary and spin-orbit terms.
- The Tamura-Udagawa-Lenske (TUL) model. From the theoretical point of view, the multistep
method described in this paper can be easily modi ed to calculate the full multistep matrix element,
including all two-component aspects. This would enable a microscopic validation of the TUL
model [26] With regard to the MSD literature of the past decade, the TUL model is perhaps less
controversial than the FKK model. The randomness of the distribution amplitudes is the only
basic statistical assumption underlying the TUL theory for the higher steps, and has been veri ed
independently in nuclear structure studies [7].
- Unbound 1p1h-states. Recently, the code ECIS has been extended to include the possibility for
calculating transitions to unbound particle-hole states. The physical meaning of these calculations
and their application in MSD reaction theory is presently under study. Inclusion of these unbound
states may lead to more realistic MSD results, especially for multiple MSD emission when more
than one continuum particle is present.
- Adequate optical potentials. Most calculations in this paper were based on global optical
model parametrizations and we have con rmed the sensitivity of the MSD results on the optical
model parameters. Optical models especially tailored to the nucleus under consideration would at
least reduce another uncertainty of quantum-mechanical pre-equilibrium calculations. Potentials
constructed from microscopic information, such as provided by Jeukenne, Lejeune and Mahaux [27],
may be most preferable.
- Multiple pre-equilibrium emission. The present available method is, although practically very
ecient, theoretically not yet at a satisfactory level.
- Realistic single-particle level schemes and level densities. Although the equidistant spacing
model, that leads to simple analytical expressions, has been quite sucessful for the analysis of preequilibrium spectra, we feel that realistic single-particle level schemes would provide the MSD
method with a more physical basis. Both for a fully microscopic approach and for an approach
using state densities, level schemes built from fundamental nucleon-nucleon interactions should be
preferred.
Ideally, an MSD analysis should include the most sophisticated ingredients from other independent
nuclear structure/reaction studies, so that uncertainties in the cross section calculations can be reduced,
facilitating a better test of the underlying quantum statistical assumptions. In the present context,
this means use of a level density prescription based on a realistic microscopical level scheme, as much
discrete level information as possible, high-quality optical models and a state-of-the-art prescription of
the nucleon-nucleon interaction.
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Figure 1: Flow chart of the nuclear model code system MINGUS
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Figure 2: Comparison of calculated double-di erential cross sections, using the potentials of Madland
[18] and Becchetti-Greenlees [19], with experimental data for 80 MeV 90Zr (p; xp) [23] at an outgoing
energy of 60 MeV: (a) fully microscopic, (b) state density-based calculations with a constant spin cuto
factor [22] and (c) with an energy dependent spin cuto factor [24]
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Figure 3: Comparison of fully microscopical calculations, with the potentials of Menet [20] and BecchettiGreenlees [19], with experimental data for 80 MeV protons on 90 Zr: (a) angle-integrated (p; xn) cross
section [28], (b) angle-integrated (p; xp) cross section. Double-di erential (p; xp) cross section at outgoing
energies of (c) 60 MeV, (d) 40 MeV and (e) 20 MeV.

